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SUMMARY

The composite material-like extracellular matrix (ECM) in the sinoatrial node (SAN) supports the 

native pacemaking cardiomyocytes (PCMs). To test the roles of SAN ECM in the PCM phenotype 

and function, we engineered reconstructed-SAN heart tissues (rSANHTs) by recellularizing 

porcine SAN ECMs with hiPSC-derived PCMs. The hiPSC-PCMs in rSANHTs self-organized 

into clusters resembling the native SAN and displayed higher expression of pacemaker-specific 

genes and a faster automaticity compared with PCMs in reconstructed-left ventricular heart tissues 

(rLVHTs). To test the protective nature of SAN ECMs under strain, rSANHTs and rLVHTs were 
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transplanted onto the murine thoracic diaphragm to undergo constant cyclic strain. All strained-

rSANHTs preserved automaticity, whereas 66% of strained-rLVHTs lost their automaticity. In 

contrast to the strained-rLVHTs, PCMs in strained-rSANHTs maintained high expression of 

key pacemaker genes (HCN4, TBX3, and TBX18). These findings highlight the promotive and 

protective roles of the composite SAN ECM and provide valuable insights for pacemaking tissue 

engineering.

In brief

Sun et al. demonstrate that the sinoatrial node extracellular matrix (SAN ECM) promotes the 

pacemaker phenotype and safeguards its automaticity under mechanical strain in engineered 

heart tissues. These findings offer significant insights into the development of bioengineered 

pacemakers.

Graphical abstract

INTRODUCTION

The sinoatrial node (SAN) is the site where the primary cardiac pacemaker is located in 

the heart.1 Its limited regenerative capacity poses a significant challenge in treating SAN 

dysfunction,2,3 which often requires costly and immediate medical interventions, such as 

lifelong dependence on implanted electronic pacemakers.4–6 While electronic pacemakers 

are effective in restoring the cardiac rhythm and improving patients’ quality of life, 
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they have a number of inevitable drawbacks associated with electronics, such as lack of 

autonomic responsiveness, risks of infections, limited battery life, and inability to adapt 

to growth in pediatric patients.7,8 Human induced pluripotent stem cell (hiPSC)-based 

biopacemakers offer a promising alternative to the electronic pacemakers.9

Generation of human pacemaking cardiomyocytes (PCMs) from hiPSCs has recently 

been successfully demonstrated.10–14 Although these electrical impulse-generating cells 

constitute the functional component of an engineered biopacemaker tissue, the extracellular 

matrix (ECM) scaffold is an equally important ancillary component that supports and 

maintains the automaticity in the PCMs. The decellularized ECM derived from a tissue 

of interest in theory is the most suitable matrix scaffold for engineering that same 

tissue as it bestows the native microenvironment to the resident cells.15 It provides not 

only biochemical cues but also the native tissue architecture and biophysical properties, 

including mechanical strength and stiffness, to support cell survival, differentiation, and 

function.16 The ECM from the left ventricle (LV) has been studied extensively and used 

in engineering contractile heart tissues with working CMs,17–24 but the effects of the SAN 

ECMs on hiPSC-PCMs are unknown. Based on the reported biomechanical properties and 

biochemical compositions unique to the porcine SAN ECM in comparison with the LV 

counterpart, we had proposed a composite material model describing how the SAN ECMs 

may shield the resident PCMs from cyclic mechanical strain and provide critically conducive 

biochemical and biomechanical signals in protecting and sustaining their pacemaking 

function.25

Taking a stepwise reverse engineering approach to test our proposed model, we engineered 

reconstructed-SAN heart tissues (rSANHTs) by recellularizing the decellularized porcine 

SAN ECMs with hiPSC-PCMs. For rigorous experimental design, hiPSC-PCMs were 

also seeded in porcine LV ECMs to generate reconstructed-LV heart tissues (rLVHTs) 

as controls. In contrast to the hiPSC-PCMs in rLVHTs, those in the rSANHTs exhibited 

phenotype and function that resembled the native PCMs. To test the mechanical insulating 

property of the composite SAN ECM, paired rSANHTs and rLVHTs are subjected to 

repeated mechanical strain at a novel in vivo cardiac-like site—the murine thoracic 

diaphragm—with human fetal-like heart rate. Strained hiPSC-PCMs in the SAN ECM 

continued to express high pacemaking genes and automaticity in contrast to those in the LV 

ECM. Our data demonstrated that the SAN ECMs guided the hiPSC-PCMs to arrange into 

an SAN-like cellular organization, promoted PCM phenotype and function in these cells, but 

most importantly protected and sustained the self-organization and pacemaking phenotype 

of hiPSC-PCMs similar to resident PCMs in the SAN even under cyclic mechanical strain. 

The findings highlight the importance of incorporating a composite SAN-like ECM in the 

design of engineered biopacemakers.

RESULTS

Generation of rSANHTs and rLVHTs

To test the effects of ECMs on human PCMs, hiPSC-PCMs were differentiated using 

our recently published small molecule protocol11 that temporally inhibited both the 

canonical Wnt signaling with IWR1 and Nodal signaling with SB431542 (SB) in the 
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cardiac mesoderm stage from differentiating day 3–5 (Figure 1A), resulting in ~78% 

CMs identified by the positive expression for cardiac troponin T (cTNT) on day 20 

post-differentiation (Figure 1B). While the IWR1+SB-differentiated hiPSC-CMs expressed 

pacemaking hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-modulated (HCN)4 channels 

(Figure 1C), they were heterogeneous in CM subtypes, including ventricular-, atrial-, and 

pacemaker-like CMs, as classified by optically recorded action potentials (APs) using 

voltage-sensitive dye FluoVolt in single cells (Figure 1D). Notably, the yield of the PCM-

like fraction from the IWR1+SB-differentiated cultures was 3-fold higher compared with 

the culture differentiated by an established protocol26 with IWR1 (26% vs. 8%, p < 0.01 

by χ2 test; Figure 1E). Although not all hiPSC-differentiated CMs are classified as the 

PCM subtype by APs, we had demonstrated by flow cytometry that nearly all IWR1+SB-

differentiated CMs are positive for pacemaking genes HCN4, T-box (TBX)3, TBX18, and 

short stature homeobox (SHOX)2 with ~50%–100% higher expression than the IWR1 

protocol.11 Most importantly, our modified protocol induced hiPSC-CMs with a faster 

frequency of automaticity in the cultures than the control IWR1 protocol (median: 162 vs. 

60 bpm, p < 0.01; Figure 1F; Video S1). These IWR1+SB-differentiated hiPSC-PCMs were 

used to recellularize the decellularized SAN ECMs (Figures S1 and S2) to fabricate the 

rSANHTs (Figure 2A). The same cells were seeded in the LV ECMs (Figures S1 and S2) 

to generate the rLVHTs as control for a head-to-head, direct comparison of the ECM effects 

on hiPSC-PCMs (Figure 2A). Spontaneous contractions in a broad range of frequencies 

from 6 to 140 bpm were observed in the hiPSC-PCMs within 2–4 days of rHT construction 

(Videos S2 and S3). Automaticity of engineered tissues could be maintained for >100 days 

in culture.

rSANHTs structurally resemble the native SAN

Whole-mount rSANHTs and rLVHTs immunostained with a CM marker cTNT 14 days 

after culture show that hiPSC-PCMs in the rSANHTs have self-organized into densely 

compact but randomly oriented clusters, whereas those in the rLVHTs are in bundles that 

aligned along the ECM (Figure 2B). The cellular organization in both rHTs resembled 

their respective native counterpart. Morphometric analysis of nuclei from high-resolution 

fluorescence images (Figure S3A) demonstrated that the hiPSC-PCMs in the rSANHT were 

significantly less elongated compared with those in the rLVHTs (median aspect ratio: 1.51 

vs. 1.88, p < 0.05), recapitulating the features observed in the native SAN compared with 

the native LV (median aspect ratio: 1.60 vs. 2.10, p < 0.01; Figure 2C) and the native 

atrial myocardium (median aspect ratio: 2.43, p < 0.01 compared with the native SAN; 

Figure S3C). Although not statistically significant, cells in the SANHT were oriented in a 

less uniformed direction compared with cells in rLVHTs (median angle: 1.42 vs. 0.93 Rad; 

Figure 2D), following a similar trend observed between the native SAN and the adjacent 

atrial myocardium (median angle: 2.04 vs. 0.25 Rad, p < 0.01; Figure S3D) or the native 

SAN relative to the native LV (median angle: 2.04 vs. 0.83 Rad, p < 0.01; Figures 2D 

and S4). Hence, the quantified morphometry suggests that hiPSC-PCMs in the rSANHTs 

were organized structurally similar to PCMs in the native SAN and distinctly differed 

from those in the rLVHTs. Of note, the cellular organization on the SAN and LV ECM 

closely follows the respective ECM scaffold organization revealed by wheat germ agglutinin 

staining (Figure S5).
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The SAN ECM promotes pacemaker gene expression in hiPSC-PCMs

To determine the effects of the SAN ECM on the transcriptional changes in hiPSC-PCMs 

relative to those in the LV ECMs, we conducted quantitative real-time PCR analysis 

on whole rHTs for a select group of pro-pacemaking genes after 2 weeks of in vitro 
culture (Figure 3A). Our results showed that transcription factors associated with SAN 

development, TBX18 and Islet (ISL)1, were 6- and 3-fold higher in the rSANHTs 

relative to the rLVHT control, respectively. Pacemaker channels, HCN4 and HCN1, were 

both 2-fold higher in the rSANHTs compared with the rLVHTs, albeit only ISL1 and 

HCN1 (p < 0.01 and p < 0.05, respectively) reached statistical significance (Figure 3B). 

The pituitary homeobox (PITX) 2 and TBX3 transcription were comparable between 

the rHTs, but SHOX2 was marginally increased in the rSANHTs (Figure 3B). Protein 

expression of select pacemaking genes and ventricular-specific marker were assessed by 

immunostaining followed by image analysis (Figures 3C and 3D). Immunostaining analysis 

of cTNT+ hiPSC-PCMs revealed stronger protein expression of HCN4 channels, and 

TBX18 transcription factors in the rSANHTs compared with rLVHT. The TBX3 protein 

expression was comparable between the two rHTs, consistent with the transcript analysis. 

Immunofluorescent staining of ventricular-specific myosin light chain (MLC)2v showed a 

relatively low abundance of the protein in both rHTs. Our findings suggest that utilizing the 

SAN ECM as a scaffold for the hiPSC-PCMs provides a suitable natural microenvironment 

for their growth and development, supported by the expression of pacemaking genes.

The SAN ECM promotes functional pacemaking phenotype in hiPSC-PCMs

To evaluate the contractile function of hiPSC-PCMs in the rHTs, we utilized the 

MUSCLEMOTION algorithm27 to generate contractile traces and particle imaging 

velocimetry (PIV)28,29 to accurately quantify the maximum contractile displacement of 

hiPSC-PCMs (Figure 4A). At 2 weeks post-construction of rHTs, PIV revealed a maximum 

displacement of ~2 μm for the CM clusters in the rSANHT and a higher displacement 

reaching 5 μm in the CM bundles of rLVHT (Figure 4B; Video S4). Additionally, we 

observed a >3-fold reduction in the mean contraction amplitude in the rSANHTs compared 

with the rLVHTs (median: 6,761 vs. 35,389 a.u., p < 0.01; Figures 4C and 4D). The 

contractions in the rSANHTs also exhibited a slower kinetics compared with the LV 

counterpart, as indicated by an increased time-to-peak (median: 504 vs. 151 ms, p < 0.01) 

and relaxation time (median: 431 vs. 302 ms, p < 0.01).

To investigate the electrophysiology and automaticity of the hiPSC-CMs in the rHTs, we 

utilized a genetically engineered hiPSC line that encoded an ultrasensitive calcium indicator, 

GCaMP6f,30 which enabled us to monitor intracellular calcium dynamics as a surrogate of 

AP recording in individual CMs as well as in the engineered heart tissues (Figure 4E). The 

GCaMP6f-hiPSC line was chosen to avoid possible uneven outside-in loading of calcium 

probes in the rHTs. We differentiated GCaMP6f-PCMs using the same IWR1+SB protocol 

and then constructed rSANHTs and rLVHTs. We recorded calcium transients (CaTs) 

optically (Figure 4F) and observed spontaneous and robust CaTs in both rHTs over the 

2 weeks of in vitro culture (Videos S5 and S6). CaTs of GCaMP6f-PCMs in the rSANHT 

compared with those in the rLVHT, exhibited a statistically faster frequency of spontaneous 

CaTs (median: 52 vs. 35 bpm, p < 0.01) that were smaller in amplitude (median ΔF/Fo: 59 
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vs. 140%, p < 0.01; Figure 4G; Table S1; three biological replicates), which are consistent 

with a PCM-like functional phenotype. Collectively, these functional data on contractions 

and CaTs suggest a weaker contractile function but more robust automaticity—hallmark 

features of PCMs—in the hiPSC-PCMs residing in rSANHTs compared with those in the 

rLVHTs. This is consistent with the notion that the native SAN ECM microenvironment 

promotes functionally pacemaker-like hiPSC-CMs.

SAN ECM preserves pacemaking phenotype in hiPSC-PCMs subjected to cyclic 
mechanical strain in vivo

Cyclic mechanical stretch is constantly imposed on all CMs in the heart. Naturally, it has 

been commonly employed as a strategy to enhance the maturation of contractile hiPSC-CMs 

through the activation of mechanotransduction signaling that can direct the CM phenotype, 

including cellular hypertrophy and myofilament alignment,31,32 which are notably counter to 

the key features of PCMs. In this study, we directly tested the mechanical protective effects 

of the SAN ECM on the resident PCMs that were proposed in our comprehensive report 

on the SAN ECM.25 Paired rSANHTs and rLVHTs were contralaterally transplanted on the 

thoracic diaphragm of immune-deficient NOD-SCID gamma (NSG) mice and subjected to 

a cardiac-like microenvironment with cyclic mechanical strain in vivo for 2 weeks (Figure 

5A). This novel in vivo test site in small animals was specifically chosen to impose a 

cyclic strain, through the mouse diaphragm contracting continuously with a respiratory rate 

of 80–230 bpm, on the transplanted rHTs. The imposed straining rate is comparable to 

the human fetal heart but without any electrical overdrive suppression of the hiPSC-PCMs 

by the host cells due to the lack of electrical coupling between the skeletal and cardiac 

myocytes.33 Two weeks post-transplantation, strained-rSANHTs showed an upregulation of 

the pro-pacemaking transcription factors, TBX3 (10.6-fold), ISL1 (1.3-fold), and SHOX2 
(2.2-fold), and pacemaking HCN1 (2.3-fold) and HCN4 (2.3-fold) channels compared with 

the rLVHT control, albeit only ISL1 and TBX3 showed statistically significant changes (p < 

0.01 in both cases; Figure 5B). There was no significant change in cTNT, MLC2v, KCNA5, 
or TBX18 between the rHTs. PITX2 expression was upregulated in the rSANHTs relative to 

the rLVHTs but did not reach statistical significance.

To assess the pacemaking protein expression in hiPSC-PCMs, whole-mount strained-rHTs 

were immunostained for protein of interest in conjunction with cTNT and quantified 

by image analysis. The cTNT+ hiPSC-PCMs in the strained-rHTs maintained their self-

organized clusters in the rSANHTs and the aligned bundles in the rLVHTs (Figures 5C–

5F). The striated myofilaments were observed in both rHTs but were less ordered in 

the rSANHTs than the rLVHTs. Some hiPSC-PCMs from the transplanted rLVHTs had 

integrated into the host skeletal muscles, as indicated by the presence of cTNT+ cells in 

the host diaphragm (Figure 5C). In contrast, fewer cells infiltrated the host skeletal muscle 

from the rSANHTs and the hiPSC-PCMs maintained a compact organization similar to 

the native SAN tissue. The origin of the cTNT+ PCMs in the rHTs was confirmed by 

immunostaining with a human nuclear antigen antibody (Figure S6). Semi-quantifications 

showed that TBX18, TBX3, and HCN4 proteins were significantly upregulated by roughly 

5.1-, 2.4-, and 18.4-fold, respectively, in the cTNT+ cells in the rSANHTs compared with 

the rLVHTs (Figures 5C–5E). The inset, with a magnified view of the dashed line area in 
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the TBX18 image, clearly demonstrates that the nuclear expression of TBX18 is limited to 

the rSANHT graft and is not present in the surrounding host tissues. Connexins (CX)43, 

responsible for the electrical coupling between working CMs in the LV, exhibited 10-fold 

lower expression in hiPSC-PCMs in the rSANHTs compared with those in the rLVHTs 

(Figure 5F). Overall, our data suggest that in a mechanically active environment similar to 

the human heart, the SAN matrix preserves a pacemaker-like gene expression profile in the 

cyclic strained-hiPSC-PCMs, whereas those in the LV matrix are unable to maintain the 

pacemaking gene expression.

SAN ECM protects automaticity of hiPSC-PCMs from mechanical strain in vivo

To assess the electrophysiological function of the hiPSC-PCMs in the transplanted 

rHTs after 2 weeks of cyclic strain, we recorded CaTs of the strained-hiPSC-PCMs 

expressing GCaMP6f to indirectly evaluate the automaticity (Figure 6A). Paired rLVHTs

—recellularized with the same batch of differentiated GCaMP6f-PCMs as the rSANHTs 

and engrafted on the contralateral diaphragm—were used as controls. Within 2 h of tissue 

extraction, 100% of the in vivo strained-rSANHTs (n = 6 of 6) generated spontaneous 

CaTs with a broad range of spontaneous firing rates (4–122 bpm). In contrast, only 33% 

of the strained-rLVHTs (n = 2 of 6) displayed spontaneous CaTs (p = 0.014 by χ2 test; 

Figure 6B). Spontaneous CaTs were optically recorded using an epifluorescence microscope 

from each whole-mount rHT in the Tyrode’s solution (Figure 6C; Videos S7 and S8). For 

rHTs without detectable CaTs, a multiphoton confocal microscope was used to confirm the 

absence of cyclic fluorescent signals. The frequency of spontaneous CaTs of hiPSC-PCMs 

in the strained-rLVHTs with automaticity was significantly slower than those in the strained-

rSANHTs (median frequency: 37 vs. 61 bpm, p < 0.001 by Student’s t test; Figure 6D), 

suggesting robust automaticity is preserved in hiPSC-PCMs recellularized in the SAN ECM 

after cyclic strain. The amplitude of the CaTs recorded from the strained-rSANHTs was 

significantly smaller than that from the rLVHTs (median ΔF/Fo: 13 vs. 58%, p = 0.005 by 

Student’s t test; Figure 6E; Table S2). An rLVHT with a slow frequency of automaticity 

could be captured by electrical pacing to exhibit 1:1 CaT to the stimulation frequency 

(Figure 6E). The presence of hiPSC-CMs was confirmed by immunostaining for cTNT 

in all strained-rLVHTs including those failed to generate spontaneous CaTs. Retention of 

drug sensitivity in the strained-rSANHTs after transplantation was demonstrated by the 

application of well-characterized drugs, isoproterenol and nifedipine, to elicit the response 

of a β-adrenoceptor agonist and a calcium channel blocker, respectively, in the rSANHTs. 

We observed a 20% increase in CaT frequency and an 80% increase in the normalized 

amplitude (ΔF/F0) upon the administration of 500 nM isoproterenol (Figure 6G), which 

is in agreement with the property of isoproterenol as a positive chronotrope and inotrope. 

Administration of 100 nM nifedipine induced a negative inotropic effect, as indicated by 

the complete cessation of CaTs (Figure 6H; Video S9). Our data demonstrated that only 

the SAN ECM, not the LV ECM, is able to retain the pacemaking function in the resident 

hiPSC-PCMs in a cyclic straining environment.
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DISCUSSION

The limitations of electronic pacemakers have sparked interest in hiPSC-based 

biopacemakers as a potential alternative.10 Current approaches have focused on the 

optimization of PCMs from hiPSCs by improving the differentiation efficiency and 

consequently the yield of functional PCMs.10–14 Although improving the differentiation 

of hiPSC-PCMs is a critical first step for engineering a biopacemaker, the microenvironment 

that shapes the resident CM phenotype by providing the mechanical support and 

appropriate mechanotransduction in the resident cells may be equally critical in maintaining 

automaticity in the PCMs. Considering that the native ECM should be most supportive 

of its resident cells, we had extensively characterized the properties of the SAN ECM by 

examining the ultrastructure using scanning electron microscopy, the stiffness by atomic 

force microscopy, the biochemical composition by mass spectrometry, and the ECM protein 

spatial distribution relative to the resident CMs by immunostaining, which demonstrated 

distinct biochemical and biomechanical differences compared with that of the LV.25 The 

SAN ECM is composed of >95% tensile-bearing collagens that surrounds the resident CMs 

compared with 74% in the LV. This is reflected in the 3-fold higher Young’s modulus and 

the denser and more abundant fibrillar collagen network in the decellularized SAN than the 

LV ECM. Based on the ECM protein distribution in the tissues, the SAN ECM exhibits 

a composite material-like organization with regions of high elastin spanning between the 

stiffer collagen network that immediately surrounds the PCM clusters, whereas there is 

minimal protective tensile-bearing collagen around the working CMs and minimal elastin 

interspersed between the working CM bundles (Figure 7A). Based on this composite 

organization, we hypothesized that under active strain, the hiPSC-PCMs residing in the 

protective enclosure of the stiff, tensile-bearing collagen in the endomysial space would 

experience less strain as the collagen aids in resisting the strain, while the elastic perimysial 

region would undergo deformation to dissipate the strain (Figure 7B). This is in contrast to 

the LV ECM that does not provide the resident CMs with the same protective mechanisms, 

resulting in greater imposed strain on the working CMs. In this study, we directly tested 

this notion by determining the ability of the SAN ECM in promoting and preserving 

the pacemaking phenotype in the hiPSC-PCMs under cyclic strain by constructing the 

rSANHTs that are directly compared with rLVHTs.

SAN ECMs induce hiPSC-PCMs to form SAN-like cellular organization and morphology

Self-organization is a hallmark in cardiac development—a process that is instructed by 

complex yet tightly regulated signaling events—in which ECMs play an essential role.34 

In our study, the rSANHTs exhibited structural organization and cellular morphology that 

mimic the native SAN tissue and PCMs, respectively. Self-organization of hiPSC-PCMs in 

the rSANHTs is likely induced by (1) the ECM proteins serving as ligands with affinity 

for specific integrin isoforms expressed in the hiPSC-CMs and (2) the physical cues from 

the matrix geometry. Indeed, recellularization of whole hearts had reported endothelial cells 

homing to the inner lining of the blood vessels and hiPSC-CMs to the matrix scaffold region 

where the ventricular CMs had resided.35 Thus, following the blueprint presented by the 

ECMs, hiPSC-CMs may preferentially bind and conform to the matrix regions where the 

native CMs had previously resided and not to residential regions of the fibroblasts, resulting 
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in the observed cellular organizational and morphological differences in the rHTs. The 

presence of islands of PCMs in the rSANHTs is consistent with our recent publication that 

reported PCM clusters surrounded by fibroblast clusters in the porcine SAN.36 The minimal 

cell spreading with a lack of preferential alignment in the hiPSC-PCMs recellularized in 

the SAN ECMs but a clear alignment of the same cells in the LV ECMs, as indicated by 

the cellular aspect ratio and angle of alignment, is consistent with studies demonstrating 

regulation of hiPSC-CM morphology by patterned substrates.37,38 The findings support the 

use of native ECMs as a blueprint in directing recellularized cells to organize and exhibit 

morphology of the native tissues.

SAN ECMs promote pacemaking phenotype and function in hiPSC-PCMs

Beyond cellular organization and morphology, the SAN ECMs promoted a pro-pacemaking 

gene profile in the recellularized hiPSC-PCMs, as demonstrated by both the transcript 

analysis by qPCR and protein expression from immunostaining of the rSANHTs compared 

with those in the rLVHTs. Functional data on contractility and CaTs also indicate 

the pacemaking phenotype of hiPSC-PCMs is better maintained by the SAN ECMs. 

Mechanistically, the SAN ECMs may modulate the gene expression and the current source-

sink balance between the resident cell types.

First, the gene expression in hiPSC-PCMs can be modulated by the chemical and 

mechanical cues of the microenvironment. Indeed, HCN4, a pacemaking channel 

responsible for automaticity by driving the membrane clock of pacemaking function,39 is 

upregulated in the rSANHTs. Transcription factors, TBX3 and TBX18, known to inhibit the 

atrial CM phenotype and promote the PCM phenotype of the SAN head, respectively,40,41 

are also higher in the hiPSC-PCMs of the rSANHTs than the control. Hence, upregulation 

of these pacemaking genes likely contributes to the robust automaticity in hiPSC-PCMs 

recellularized in the SAN ECMs. Using mass spectrometry, we had previously reported 

>3-fold higher fibrillar collagens but >3-fold lower basement membrane-associated 

glycoproteins and non-fibrillar collagens in the SAN ECM relative to the LV ECM25 

Consequently, the integrin isoform-to-ligand binding pairs are likely different between the 

hiPSC-CMs residing in the rSANHTs and rLVHTs, activating distinct mechanotransduction 

pathways, resulting in differential cellular phenotypes. Indeed, differential phosphorylation 

of CX43 in atrial and ventricular tissues has been shown to be regulated by the specific 

integrin isoform that binds to the ECM ligand.42 The SAN ECM that is stiffer compared 

with the LV ECM may also affect the mechanotransduction signaling and modulate the gene 

expression through the nuclear translocation of transcription co-regulators and the chromatin 

state.43 In the rSANHTs, the abundant fibrillar collagens may be responsible for the 

clustering of the hiPSC-PCMs. This cell clustering, in contrast to a spread-out morphology 

in the rLVHTs, may lead to less cell-ECM contact and fewer engaged integrins. This agrees 

with the reported PCM-like electrophysiology with a fast frequency of automaticity in β1 

integrin-deficient embryonic stem cell-derived CMs.44

Second, the cellular organization in the rSANHTs, dictated by the ECM blueprint, may 

affect the automaticity through the current source-sink balance between the PCMs and 

non-PCMs that results from their cluster organization. PCMs are the current source for 
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initiating spontaneous APs. Non-pacemaking cells, such as fibroblasts and working CMs, 

can act as a sink that draws current from the source, leading to suppressed automaticity 

in the PCMs to which they are electrically coupled.45 Bressan et al. reported that collagen 

III is essential for the proper development of a functional SAN in the chick embryo by 

maintaining the proper cell-cell electrical coupling.46 Therefore, in contrast to the LV ECM, 

the porcine SAN ECM blueprint with a higher abundance of fibrillar collagens I and III 

in the perimysium25 could direct the cell density and cell type organization (the ratio of 

PCM to non-PCM clusters) to establish an optimal source-sink balance that is conducive for 

automaticity.

SAN ECMs protect automaticity of hiPSC-PCMs from in vivo cyclic strain

Working CMs in the LV mature and acquire increased cell size and an abundance of aligned 

myofilaments as a result of rising longitudinal strain due to hemodynamic load during 

cardiac development.47,48 Accordingly, mechanical stretch mimicking the physiological 

environment of the heart has been employed as a strategy to mature working hiPSC-CMs 

by promoting cellular hypertrophy, alignment, organization, and functional properties of the 

adult contractile CMs, including the expression of ion channels and gap junctions.31,32,49,50 

However, a concurrent loss of automaticity, that is initially innate in all immature CMs, 

in the maturing neonatal LV CMs51 suggests repeated mechanical stretch could negatively 

affect the PCM phenotype and function. Moreover, the lack of hypertrophy and myofilament 

development in PCMs in the SAN suggests that the PCMs may be protected from 

mechanical strain. We proposed a model on the protective mechanisms of the SAN 

ECM that may be responsible for reducing the strain experienced by the resident PCMs 

under cyclic contractions (Figure 7). Indeed, in agreement with our proposed model, the 

hiPSC-PCMs in the strained-rSANHTs remained self-organized similar to the native SAN 

with robust PCM gene expression and function. The high pacemaking gene expression in 

the rSANHTs (i.e., HCN4, TBX3, and TBX18), but more importantly the corresponding 

downregulation in the rLVHTs (i.e., HCN4 and TBX3), supports the role of the SAN ECM 

in sustaining the pacemaking phenotype in hiPSC-PCMs under in vivo cyclic strain (Figure 

7B).

Our rigorous experimental design, with the LV ECMs serving as the control, demonstrates 

that the pacemaking phenotype and gene expression in hiPSC-PCMs cannot be retained 

solely by any cardiac-derived ECM but specifically the SAN ECM. We theorize that the 

composite material-like organization in the SAN ECM with elastin fibers interspersed 

between PCM clusters would undergo mechanical deformation instead of the PCMs 

that are mechanically insulated in the stiff collagen matrix enclosure to minimize 

mechanotransduction signaling from stretch in the PCMs (Figure 7B). The preserved 

pacemaking function in the rSANHT and the lack of progression to a mature working 

CM phenotype, which typically coincides with an increase in postnatal mechanical stress,48 

may be attributed to a reduced mechanical strain in the hiPSC-PCMs seeded in the SAN 

ECM. This notion is also consistent with the retention of pacemaking function in adult rabbit 

PCMs in vitro with inhibited mechanofeedback from contractions.52 Additionally, cyclic 

stretch has been shown to upregulate CX43 in neonatal rat CMs and human embryonic 

stem cell-derived CMs.53,54 Therefore, the low CX43 expression in the rSANHTs compared 
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with the rLVHTs indicates the PCMs in the rSANHTs may be experiencing a reduced 

mechanical strain in contrast to those in the rLVHTs. Collectively, the data support our 

proposed model that the SAN ECM, through its composite nature, may be preserving the 

pacemaking function in hiPSC-PCMs by shielding the cells from cyclic strain (Figure 7).

In summary, the current study provides new insights into the protective nature of the 

composite SAN ECM and presents a novel strategy for subjecting human cell-based 

biopacemaker under cyclic strain in small animals without electrical overdrive suppression. 

This study highlights the importance of the SAN matrix scaffold, not just any cardiac ECM, 

in retaining the PCM properties of the hiPSC-PCMs subjected to a cardiac-like cyclic strain. 

Hence, shielding the cyclic mechanical strain imposed on the PCMs should be included as 

a consideration in the design of the engineered biopacemakers. While we have reported the 

unique biochemical and biophysical properties of the SAN ECM,25,36 the discrete factors in 

the matrix scaffold and the precise signaling pathways that are responsible for preserving the 

pacemaking function in hiPSC-PCMs under cyclic strain warrant further study.

Limitations of the study

One major limitation in this study is the use of a mixture of CM subtypes in recellularizing 

the ECMs. Although our PCM differentiation protocol increased the PCM fraction by up 

to 3-fold compared with the established CM differentiation protocol, the PCMs are still 

only ~30% of the total CMs. With future improvement in cardiac subtype differentiation, 

the resulting rSANHT could exhibit an even faster frequency of automaticity without 

the presence of working CMs that may be present as a current sink and depressing the 

pacemaking function. Additionally, the loss of automaticity in the engineered LV tissue 

constructs could be due to the maturation of the working CMs on the LV ECM. This, 

however, still supports our hypothesis that the SAN ECM promotes and preserves the 

pacemaking phenotype, whereas the LV ECM supports the contractile phenotype. One 

other limitation in the study is the use of Ca2+ transient recordings as surrogate for APs, 

rather than a direct AP measurement due to the difficulty of detecting the low fluorescence 

intensity of voltage-sensitive ArcLight against a high background autofluorescence 

stemming from collagen in the ECMs. The electrophysiological assessment could be 

improved as new brighter genetically encoded voltage-sensitive indicators become available.

STAR★METHODS

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact—Additional information and requests for resources and reagents should be 

directed to the lead corresponding author, Deborah K. Lieu, at dklieu@ucdavis.edu.

Materials availability—Additional information and requests for materials should be 

directed to the Lead Contact.

Data and code availability

• ed information of some experimental procedures is available online in 

Supplemental Information. Source data for Figures 1 to 6 and Figures S3 
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and S4 are included in Data S1. Additional data can be requested from the 

corresponding author.

• Our custom software used for quantifying CaTs is available online (https://

amlab.shinyapps.io/spikemap/).

• Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this work 

paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

hiPSC culture and differentiation to PCMs—HiPSC line, iPS-DF6–9-9T.B (WiCell), 

was cultured in StemMACS iPS-Brew XF (Miltenyi Biotec) in dishes coated with hESC-

Qualified Matrigel (Corning) at 37°C with 5% CO2 and subsequently differentiated into 

PCMs as previously described.11 Briefly, confluent hiPSCs were differentiated in RPMI 

1640 media supplemented with B-27 supplement minus insulin (ThermoFisher Scientific, 

11875119 and A1895601) from days 0–7. To promote cardiogenesis, RPMI media was 

supplemented with 6 μM GSK3 inhibitor CHIR99021 (Tocris) from differentiation days 

0–2 and with 5 μM WNT inhibitor IWR1 (Tocris) from differentiation days 3–5. Small 

molecule Nodal inhibitor SB431542 (Tocris) was added at days 3–5 to differentiate PCMs 

(Figure 1A). After D7 post-differentiation, hiPSC-CMs were maintained in RPMI 1640 

media supplement with B-27 supplement with insulin (ThermoFisher Scientific, 17504044). 

Differentiated hiPSC-PCM culture were characterized by flow cytometry for CM yield by 

cTNT, immunostained for cTNT and pacemaking HCN4 channel, and classified into CM 

subtypes by optically recorded APs of isolated single cells by FluoVolt. hiPSC-PCMs were 

used to recellularize the porcine ECM scaffolds to test the role ECM in PCM phenotype and 

function.

Mice—NOD-SCID IL-2Rγnull (NSG, The Jackson laboratory, IMSR_JAX:005557) mice 

~12-week of age were used as bioreactors for in vivo cyclic strain testing of our rHTs. 

All animal usage and care followed the protocol approved by the Institutional Animal Care 

and Use Committee (IACUC) of the University of California, Davis and adhered to the 

guidelines of the National Institutes of Health.

METHOD DETAILS

Isolation and decellularization of porcine SAN and LV—Porcine hearts were chosen 

for their translational value given their similar physiology and ECM composition as that 

of human56 to minimize species-mismatch and the precedence of FDA-approved porcine 

small intestine submucosa scaffold for clinical use. Fresh hearts of 6-month-old market hogs 

were obtained from the UC Davis Meat Laboratory. As previously described,25 the SAN 

region was identified and manually dissected under a microscope (Figures S1A and S1B) 

and verified by trichrome staining (Figure S1C) and immunostaining for HCN4 channels to 

identify the pacemaking CMs (Figure S1D). For all experiments, the LV tissues dissected 

with consistent myocardial alignment served as the control. Tissues of 300-μm thick slices 

were decellularized to obtain SAN and LV matrix scaffolds as previously described25 

(Figure S2).
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Fabrication of rSANHTs and rLVHTs with hiPSC-PCMs—To generate rSANHTs 

and rLVHTs, decellularized SAN and LV ECMs were each spread out in a well of a 24-well 

plate and dried to enable attachment to the culture surface. Prior to recellularization, ECMs 

were rehydrated overnight at 37°C in CM culture medium. HiPSC-PCMs of day 7–12 

post-differentiation were seeded on a SAN or an LV ECM at 2.6 × 106 cells/cm2. Cultured 

rHTs were assessed 14 days post-construction for phenotype and function as described 

below.

Cyclic mechanical strain rHTs in vivo—Heterotopic transplantation has been shown 

to allow vascularization of tissue constructs within two weeks and survival for at least 

6 months,57 suggesting the feasibility of utilizing the NSG mice as bioreactors for long-

term in vivo testing of our rHTs. To impose cyclic mechanical strain at a frequency 

comparable to the human fetal heart rate (110–160 beats/min), the rHTs were heterotopically 

transplanted onto the thoracic diaphragm (80–230 breaths/min) of ~12-week-old NSG mice. 

No electrical overdrive suppression of the human PCMs by the host diaphragm is expected 

because CMs do not electrically couple with skeletal myocytes.33 Each pair of rSANHT 

and rLVHT 2–3 days post-fabrication were transplanted contralaterally onto the diaphragm 

from an abdominal access for side-by-side comparison, with the cell-seeded side facing the 

diaphragm. Fibrin gel was used to secure the rHTs at the transplantation site. Engrafted 

rHTs were harvested 2 weeks after transplantation and analyzed for cardiac and pacemaker 

markers through immunostaining (Table S3) and transcription analysis (Table S4), or for 

functional assessment by calcium transient (CaT) recording as described for in vitro rHTs.

Assessment of gene expression and morphometry of hiPSC-PCMs in 
rSANHTs and rLVHTs—Transcript expression of rSANHTs for pacemaker genes of 

interest were analyzed by quantitative real-time PCR (Table S4) using SYBR Green that was 

normalized by GAPDH with rLVHTs as control using a ΔΔCT method. Protein expression 

of rHTs were assessed by whole-mount immunostaining for pacemaker and CM genes. 

Stained images were also analyzed for cell morphometric parameters, including area, major 

axis, and minor axis, by ImageJ to determine the aspect ratio and level of cellular elongation. 

The angle of alignment of CMs to myofibril in radian was plotted in MATLAB using a 

custom script.55

Contractile assessment of rSANHT and rLVHT—Contractile function of the regional 

PCMs in rSANHT or rLVHT attached to a dish and whole rHTs in suspension 

were measured optically at 37°C with 5% CO2 in an on-stage incubator using 

an Observer Z1 microscope (Zeiss) at 10× magnification with an EMCCD camera 

(Photometrics). Spontaneous contractions of regional cells or clusters was quantified 

using the MUSCLEMOTION software.27 The contractions were analyzed for frequency, 

peak amplitude, time-to-peak, and relaxation time. Contraction parameters of PCMs were 

averaged from 8 rSANHTs and 10 rLVHTs. Whole rHT contraction parameters were 

averaged from 20 rSANHTs and 16 rLVHTs. Representative maximum displacements of 

the rHTs were quantified by PIV analysis using MATLAB (MathWorks) with a custom 

MATLAB code based on MatPIV1.6.1.55
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Functional assessment of automaticity—To assess automaticity of hiPSC-PCMs in 

rSANHTs and rLVhTs, GCaMP6f-hiPSC line expressing a genetically encoded calcium-

sensitive indicator, GCaMP6f, driven by a constitutive CAG promoter and inserted at the 

AAVS1 locus was generated by CRISPR (manuscript in preparation) similarly as described 

in our publication for a voltage-sensitive hiPSC line,58 allowing direct and repeated 

measurements of intracellular CaTs by avoiding possible issues associated with uneven 

fluorescent probe loading in thick rHTs.59 CaTs were used as a surrogate for APs to assess 

automaticity since the fluorescence level of voltage-sensitive ArcLight-hiPSC-PCMs did 

not allow consistent and reliable measurement in the presence of a high autofluorescence 

from the ECMs and the spontaneous CaT frequency is equivalent to the frequency of 

automaticity.60 Recordings of CaTs of rSANHT or rLVHT in Tyrode’s solution at 37°C with 

5% CO2 were acquired using the GFP filter set at a sampling rate of ~100 fps using an 

Observer Z1 microscope (Zeiss) at 10× magnification with an EMCCD QuantEM:512SC 

camera (Photometrics) that is controlled by the Ocular 2.0 software. In some of the 

experiments, electric stimulation was applied with biphasic 4 ms pulses of 24 V/cm and 

2 Hz using a C-Pace EM (IonOptix). Raw data and traces were then analyzed using 

our previously described R scripts61 implemented as web application using R package 

“shiny”.62

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Summarized data in the results are presented as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) 

or median for non-normally distributed data. Datasets in boxplots are displayed as median 

with the interquartile range (Q1, Q3). Unless otherwise stated, indicated sample sizes (n) 

represent biological replicates as either individual heart tissues or individual recordings 

from four in vitro or two in vivo batches of experiments. For single-cell data, sample size 

(n) represents the number of cells analyzed from at least three independent experiments. 

Student’s t-test (two-tailed) was performed for two-group or one-way ANOVA followed by 

Bonferroni post hoc test for multi-group (>2) comparisons, with p < 0.05 considered as 

statistically significant.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Highlights

• Reconstructed sinoatrial node heart tissues (rSANHTs) with hiPSC-

pacemaking cells in matrices

• rSANHT structural organization recapitulates features of the native SAN

• SAN extracellular matrix promotes pacemaking gene expression and 

functionality

• SAN extracellular matrix protects loss of automaticity in rSANHTs from in 
vivo cyclic strain
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Figure 1. Differentiation and testing of hiPSC-PCMs
(A) Experimental timeline from cardiac differentiation, construction of rHTs by 

recellularization with hiPSC-PCMs, to in vivo transplantation and functional tests of rHTs.

(B) Representative flow cytometry dot plots of IWR1+SB-differentiated hiPSC-PCMs 

immunostained for cTNT vs. forward scatter (FCS) showing cardiomyogenesis efficiency 

of ~78% at day 20 post-differentiation. Dot plot for staining control with secondary antibody 

only is also shown.

(C) Representative confocal images showing hiPSC-CMs labeled for cTNT (yellow), HCN4 

(magenta), and nuclear counterstain DAPI (cyan).

(D) Representative optical recordings and profiles of spontaneous APs of ventricular-, atrial- 

and pacemaker-like CMs.

(E) Population distribution of the hiPSC-CM subtypes ~60 days after differentiation with 

IWR1+SB (n = 256 cells) vs. IWR1 only (n = 63 cells) as classified by APs. p = 0.008 by χ2 

test.

(F) Spontaneous beating rates of the hiPSC-CM monolayers differentiated by IWR1+SB (n 

= 8) vs. IWR1 (n = 7). Data shown as median ± interquartile range. p = 0.0005 by Student’s 

t test.
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Figure 2. Generating rHTs that structurally mimic the native SAN and ventricular myocardium
(A) An illustration depicting the rHT construction processes.

(B) Representative images of whole-mount native (n) SAN, nLV, decellularized (d)SAN, 

dLV, rSANHTs and rLVHTs stained for cTNT and DAPI. Rectangular dashed outline in the 

bright-field tissue image indicates the location of the stitched fluorescence image shown. A 

magnified inset image is shown for the dashed square region in each stitched fluorescence 

image.

(C) Quantification of the aspect ratio for cell nuclei relative to the cell body in the native 

tissues and rHTs. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 by one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni post 

hoc test.
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(D) Quantification of angle in radian (π) of nuclei relative to orientation of myofibrils in 

the native tissues or relative to orientation of the collagen fibers in recellularized SAN or 

LV ECMs (n = 3). All data in boxplots are shown as median ± interquartile range. *p < 
0.05 by one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni post hoc test. (See Figure S3 for detailed 

morphometric quantification of the PCMs in native SAN relative to the adjacent atrial 

CMs.).
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Figure 3. Pacemaker transcript and protein expression in the rSANHT and rLVHT
(A) An experimental schematic of gene expression analyses of rSANHTs and rLVHTs.

(B) Bar graph of relative pacemaking gene expression of rSANHT to rLVHT. Data are 

presented as the mean ± SEM of the relative fold changes of rSANHT to rLVHT (n = 3). *p 

< 0.05, **p < 0.01 by Student’s t test.

(C) Representative fluorescence images showing immunostaining of pacemaking genes—

HCN4, TBX3, TBX18 and ISI1—and ventricular-specific MLC2v in rSANHTs and rLVHTs 

(magenta). rHTs were co-stained with general CM marker cTNT (yellow) and nuclear 

counterstain DAPI (cyan).

(D) Quantification of relative protein expression of rSANHTs and rLVHTs for TBX18, 

TBX3, HCN4, ISL1, and CX43. Relative mean fluorescence intensities that colocalized 

either with the DAPI and cTNT (TBX18, TBX3, and ISL1) or with cTNT alone (HCN4 

and CX43) were quantified from nine confocal images of three independent experiments 

(rSANHT: n = 3; rLVHT: n = 3). All data in boxplots are shown as median ± interquartile 

range. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 by Student’s t test.
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Figure 4. Functional assessment of the hiPSC-PCMs in the rSANHTs and rLVHTs
(A) A schematic overview of contractility analysis approaches in assessing regional 

contractions of hiPSC-PCMs in the rHTs 2 weeks after recellularization.

(B) Representative maximum displacements of rHTs calculated by particle imaging 

velocimetry (PIV) analysis.

(C) Representative contractile traces of the hiPSC-PCMs in rSANHTs and rLVHTs 

quantified by MUSCLEMOTION. Traces were normalized to arbitrary unit (a.u.).

(D) Quantification of contraction amplitude, time-to-peak, and relaxation time of the 

regional hiPSC-CMs in rSANHT (n = 8) and rLVHT (n = 10).

(E) A schematic overview of the experimental workflow for CaT assessment in rSANHTs 

and rLVHTs.
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(F) Representative spontaneous CaT traces of the hiPSC-PCMs residing in an SAN or LV 

ECM after 2 weeks of recellularization.

(G) Quantification of spontaneous CaT frequency (bpm) and amplitude (ΔF/Fo) of 

spontaneously generated CaTs for the hiPSC-PCMs in rSANHTs (n = 80 events) and 

rLVHTs (n = 91 events) from three independent experiments. All data in boxplots are shown 

as median ± interquartile range. **p < 0.01 by Student’s t test.
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Figure 5. Phenotype of hiPSC-PCMs in cyclic strained-rSANHT and rLVHT
(A) A diagram of the experimental design for in vivo cyclic straining of rHTs and a 

representative gross morphology of extracted rSANHT and rLVHT transplanted on the 

thoracic diaphragm after cyclic mechanical strain of 2 weeks.

(B) Bar graph showing relative transcript expression of the rSANHTs to the rLVHTs after in 
vivo cyclic strain. Data are presented as mean relative fold changes with SEM of rSANHT 

vs. rLVHT with GAPDH normalization (n = 3). **p < 0.01 by Student’s t test.

(C–F) Immunostaining and quantification of relative protein expression in cyclic strained-

rSANHTs and rLVHTs for TBX18, TBX3, HCN4, and CX43 (magenta). Recovered 

transplants were co-stained with general CM marker cTNT (yellow) and nuclear 

counterstain DAPI (cyan). The orange dashed lines in (C) delineate the boundary between 

the grafted rHTs and host skeletal muscle tissues. White asterisks in the images indicate the 

host skeletal muscle tissues revealed by the differential interference contrast (DIC) overlay. 

Relative fluorescence intensities of protein expression were quantified from four confocal 
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images of two independent transplantation experiments (rSANHT: n = 3; rLVHT: n = 3). 

Magnified insets highlight each respective dashed rectangular region. All data in boxplots 

are shown as median ± interquartile range. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 by Student’s t test.
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Figure 6. Automaticity and spontaneous CaTs of hiPSC-PCMs in cyclic strained-rSANHTs and 
rLVHTs
(A) Representative gross morphology of an rSANHT recellularized with GCaMP6f-PCMs 

transplanted on the thoracic diaphragm of NSG mice and subjected to cyclic mechanical 

strain for 2 weeks.

(B) Stacked bar graph showing 66% of in vivo strained-rLVHTs (four out of six mice) 

lost automaticity, while 100% of strained-rSANHTs (six out of six mice) maintained robust 

automaticity. p = 0.014 by χ2 test.

(C) Representative spontaneous CaTs optically recorded from a rSANHT and a rLVHT graft 

extracted after cyclic strain.

(D) Quantification of spontaneous CaT frequency from rSANTHTs and rLVHTs. Data were 

pooled from two independent transplantations of six rSANHTs (n = 30 regions) and two 

spontaneously beating rLVHTs (n = 10 regions). For the other four not beating rLVHTs, we 

treat their bpm as 0 (n = 4). p < 0.001 by Student’s t test.

(E) Quantification of spontaneous and baseline-normalized CaT amplitude (ΔF/Fo) from 

rSANTHTs and rLVHTs. Data were pooled from two independent transplantations of six 

rSANHTs (n = 30 regions) and two rLVHTs (n = 10 regions). p = 0.005 by Student’s t test. 

All data in boxplots are shown as median ± interquartile range.

(F) Optical recording of CaTs from an rLVHT graft under electrical pacing of 1 Hz.

(G) Representative CaTs of an rSANHT graft in response to 500 nM isoproterenol.

(H) Representative CaTs of a rSANHT graft in response to 100 nM nifedipine.
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Figure 7. Model on the protective mechanisms of the SAN ECM under cyclic mechanical strain
(A) A diagram illustrating the ECM protein distribution that yields the composite nature of 

the SAN ECM compared with the LV ECM.

(B) A model describing the protective mechanisms of SAN ECM in preserving the 

pacemaking phenotype and function of the resident PCMs under cyclic strain compared 

with the LV counterpart.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Mouse anti-cardiac troponin T IgG1 ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# MA5–12960; RRID: AB_11000742

Mouse anti-cardiac troponin T IgG2a Developmental Studies 
Hybridoma Bank (DSHB) Cat# CT3; RRID: AB_528495

Mouse anti-TBX18 IgG2a Sigma-Aldrich Cat# SAB1412362

Rabbit anti-CX43 IgG Abcam Cat# ab11370; RRID: AB_297976

Rabbit anti-HCN4 IgG Alomone Labs Cat# APC-052; RRID: AB_2039906

Rabbit anti-TBX3 IgG ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# 42–4800; RRID: AB_2533526

Rabbit anti-MLC2v IgG Proteintech Cat# 10906–1-AP; RRID: AB_2147453

Wheat-germ agglutinin ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# W11261

Mouse anti-human nuclei (HuNu) IgG1 Sigma-Aldrich Cat# MAB1281; RRID: AB_94090

Goat anti-Mouse IgG1 Alexa Fluor 488 ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# A-21121; RRID: AB_2535764

Goat anti-Mouse IgG2a Alexa Fluor 488 ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# A-21131; RRID: AB_2535771

Goat anti-Mouse IgG2b Alexa Fluor 488 ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# A-21141; RRID: AB_2535778

Goat anti-Rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# A-11034; RRID: AB_2576217

Goat anti-Mouse IgG1 Alexa Fluor 546 ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# A-21123; RRID: AB_2535765

Goat anti-Mouse IgG2a Alexa Fluor 546 ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# A-21133; RRID: AB_2535772

Goat anti-Mouse IgG1 Alexa Fluor 647 ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# A-21240; RRID: AB_2535809

Goat anti-Mouse IgG2a Alexa Fluor 647 ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# A-21241; RRID: AB_2535810

Goat anti-Rabbit Alexa Fluor 647 ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# A-21245; RRID: AB_2535813

Biological samples

Porcine hearts UC Davis Meat Laboratory N/A

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Nifedipine Sigma-Aldrich Cat# N7634

Isoproterenol Sigma-Aldrich Cat# PHR2722

hESC-Qualified Matrigel Corning Cat# 354277

CHIR99021 Tocris Cat# 4423

Y-27632 Tocris Cat# 1253

IWR1 Tocris Cat# 3532

SB431542 Tocris Cat# 1614

DAPI Vector Laboratories Cat# H-1200–10

Hoechst 33342 ThermoFisher Cat# 62249

FluoVolt ThermoFisher Cat# F10488

Critical commercial assays

PureLink RNA Mini Kit ThermoFisher Cat# 12183018A

SYBR Green Master Mix ThermoFisher Cat# A46012
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

C-Pace EM IonOptix https://www.ionoptix.com/products/components/
stimulators/c-pace-em/

Experimental models: Cell lines

hiPSC WiCell Cat# ÍPS-DF6–9-9T.B

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

NSG mice The Jackson Laboratory Strain # 005557

Oligonucleotides

Primers This paper Table S4

Software and algorithms

FlowJo BD Biosciences https://www.flowjo.com/

Prism GraphPad https://www.graphpad.com/

scientific-software/prism/

ImageJ NIH https://ImageJ.nih.gov/ij/

MATLAB MathWorks https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html

Ocular Photometrics https://www.photometrics.com/products/ocular

Spike mapping (v1.0) Sun etal., 201955 https://amlab.shinyapps.io/spikemap/

MUSCLEMOTION Salaetal., 201827
https://www.ahajournals.oro/doi/suppl/10.1161/
CIRCRCIRCR.117.312067
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